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In Luce Tua 
Comment on the Significant News by the Editors 
Matters of Particular Importance 
THE TONE OF the Kennedy administration has been 
set by the President's appointments of his cabinet 
and sub-cabinet associates. This tone has been widely de-
scribed as moderate, a judgment in which we concur. 
Apparently this tone is consistent with the President's 
own disposition and inclinations. We do not, however, 
think that it can be maintained over the course of the 
President's full four-year term. \1\Te suspect that events 
will force him to move either to the right or to the 
left of his moderate position and we would guess that 
the move, when it comes, will be somewhat to the left. 
It is from a position of moderation, though, that the 
President has presented his legislative program to the 
Eighty-seventh Congress, a Congress which, as we now 
know, will continue to be dominated, as was its pre-
decessors, by a coalition of conservative Republicans and 
Southern Democrats. Our prediction of an eventual 
leftward move on the part of the President is based upon 
the assumption that he will find the middle of the road 
untenable, and that his choice will lie between being 
his own man on the left or the captive of the Congres-
sional leadership on the right. Whether this predic-
tion is an accurate one we shall know better in a few 
months when we shall have had an opportunity to see 
what the Congress does about the five matters which 
Mr. Kennedy has described as "matters of particular 
importance." 
These five matters are l) medical care for the aged, 
2) federal aiel to education, 3) housing, 4) the raising of 
the minimum wage, and 5) aiel to chronically depressed 
areas. The President's views on all of these matters 
are well known from his frequent statements on them 
during the campaign. The views of such Congressional 
leaders as Senators Byrd and Russell, Congressman Hal-
leck, and the powerful Southern committee chairmen in 
both Houses are equally well known; they consider the 
whole "New Frontiers" progr~m fiscally irresponsible. 
We have some views on all of these "matters of par-
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ticular importance" which we would like to put on re-
cord for whatever they may be worth, and this would 
seem to be the time to do it since, at this writing, the 
President has not as yet made any definite recommenda-
tions and the Congress has not yet begun to debate them. 
Thus the views which we shall express represent our 
own independent judgment and do not reflect blind 
support either of the President or of the conservative 
leadership of the Congress. 
Medical C are for the Aged 
The Eighty-sixth Congress enacted a bill for the medi-
cal care of the aged which nobody considers satisfactory. 
. Presumably, therefore, even if the President did not 
raise the subject there would be pressure in Congress 
for a reconsideration of it. 
There seem to be three points on which everyone is 
agreed: I) that in a country as wealthy and as prosper-
ous as ours, no one should be denied adequate medical 
care because of inability to pay for it; 2) that the primary 
responsibility for ensuring such care rests upon the in-
dividual, with a secondary responsibility devolving upon 
his relatives; and 3) that in a disturbingly large number 
of instances, neither the primary nor secondary responsi-
bility is being met. 
The disagreement is over the question of how to meet 
the situation posed by Point 3, the failure of the indi-
vidual and his relatives to make adequate provision for 
medical care in old age. Most of us dismiss as im-
moral the answer that such improvident people should 
be left to lie in the bed of pain which they have made 
for themselves. Certainly from the Christian point of 
view the response to a call for help is never determined 
by worthiness but by need. Therefore, setting aside 
the question of worthiness, the problem is how to meet 
the need most effectively and in keeping with our na-
tional traditions. 
From all that we have been able to gather, once the 
problem reaches the acute stage it is, in most cases, be-
yond solution by private insurance companies. The 
solution, then, would seem to lie in one or both of two 
directions: in preventing the problem from reaching 
the acute stage by compelling people to make provi-
sions which, apparently, they 4o not possess the pru-
dence and the foresight to make voluntarily, and in as-
sisting those who, for one reason or another, find them-
selves still inadequately provided for in their old age. 
Such a solution would, it seems to us, require coercive 
powers and resources which only the Federal govern-
ment possesses. 
We do not think that it is impossible, though, to 
respect the right of the responsible citizen to make his 
own provisions for medical care in old age. Many of 
us have done so through private insurance plans which 
actually give us better protection than any plans so 
far suggested under government auspices. What we 
would like to see, therefore, is some arrangement by 
which the citizen would be given a choice of contributing 
to a Federal insurance program and presenting evi-
dence that he is covered by a private plan which offers 
him a't least comparable benefits. Such an arrangement 
would, we think, encourage a larger number of people 
to enroll in private plans and, at the same time, ensure 
coverage of the two large groups which would never, 
in any event, be covered by private plans: the improvi· 
dent, who never look beyond the day; and the uninsur-
able, for whom there is, for all practical purposes, no 
possibility of coverage under private plans. 
Federal Akl to Education 
The traditional argument against Federal involvement 
in education- and it is an argument that can not be dis-
missed lightly - is that "he who pays the piper calls 
the tune." At a time when the Federal government has 
already taken over most of the functions of state and 
local governments, the question is whether we want to 
give it a controlling voice in the most important matter 
which is still left to lower levels of government, educa-
tion. 
If this were the whole question, most of us would 
have no trouble answering it. The answer would be 
a flat No. But this is not the whole question. In the 
upper Midwest we have been paying for the inferior 
schools of the South for years, not directly through a 
Federal subsidy to education but indirectly through wel-
fare payments to migrants from the South who received 
an inferior schooling, or no schooling at all, in the 
school systems of certain Southern states. 
The effects of inferior schools can not be contained 
within a locality or a region; they spill over into the 
whole country. And many states are finding that it is 
much more costly to try to undo the effects of a bad 
education elsewhere than it would be to help furnish 
a good education in those states where local interest or 
resources seem inadequate to the job. Federal assis-
tance in the form of long-term, non-interest bearing 
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loans to impoverished states. and school districts might 
help to correct the present gross imbalance in educa-
tional facilities. 
On the college level, another kind of problem calls 
for some kind of immediate relief. Higher education 
in our country was, for almost two hundred years, the 
function of the church and of private associations. Be-
ginning about 150 years ago, the states began to move 
into this area, and they have used the tax power to build 
huge and often elaborate educational plants in direct 
competition with older private colleges and universities. 
There is, of course, nothing sacred about the private 
institution. If, as a matter of deliberate policy, we 
want to force it out of business, we have the right to 
do so. Our assumption is that, as a matter of fact, we 
do not want to give the state a monopoly in higher edu-
cation, and that our. present drift in that directions is 
just that, a drift, rather than a trend based upon a de-
liberate decision. 
The pattern for a workable program of assistance t(} 
higher education, both private and state-supported, can 
be found in the provisions of the Korean Veterans Edu-
cational bill, enacted in July, 1952. Under this bill, 
the Federal government made its grants directly to the 
student, who then had the privilege of choosing, from 
among all the accredited colleges and universities of 
the country, the one which he wished to attend. An-
other plan which has worked very well is that which 
has been adopted by the Federal Government of Can.ada. 
This involves the granting of Federal funds to an inde-
pendent agency which then allocates these funds to in-
dividual institutions. The point is that there are ways 
of making Federal funds available without running any 
undue risk of the wrong kind of Federal control. 
Housing 
In housing as in education, the first point we have to 
get straight on is that the problem is not of purely 
local origin and is not, therefore, susceptible of purely 
local solution. 
The housing problem is most acute in our major 
cities. Fringing the downtown districts of almost every 
large city in the United States are slums, some of them 
among the worst in the world. For the ·most part the~e 
slums are inhabited by people who are not native to the 
city, people who are refugees from poverty or injustice 
elsewhere in our country or in the world. In other 
words, these slums are the "pimples" produced by poi-
sons working through our whole national body, but 
focusing upon these particular spots. And they, in 
turn, when they become infected, spread their poisons 
through the whole body. 
How bad are these slums? As bad as anything most 
of us have ever seen in a nightmare. From till).e to 
time the papers tell of babies being chewed by rats. 
Whole families live in single rooms, usually without 
running water and often with no more light than that 
which is supplied by a single naked light bulb. We 
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have seen children rummaging in garbage cans, hoping 
to pick up a few of the scraps which fall from the table 
of our affluent society. 
The standard rationalization by which the middle 
class conscience comforts itself whenever it is forced to 
take notice of the existence of these monstrous condi-
tions is that "after all, it's the people who make the 
slums" and the answer is, as far as it goes, correct. But it 
goes farther than that. The people do, indeed, make the 
slums, but the slums, in turn, make the people. And the 
question is: where do we step into this vicious round 
and break it? 
Our cities can not do the job without ·substantial out-
side help, nor should they be expected to when, as we 
have pointed out, the poisons which produce their 
slums infect our whole national body and merely focus 
upon the urban slums. The states, with one or two 
notable exceptions, have shown little or no interest in 
the problem and are not likely to so long as their 
governments are dominated by rural and small town 
interests which hold, as a matter of simple faith, that 
~ cities are by their nature wicked and deserve, therefore, 
nothing more than toleration as a source of tax revenue. 
So that leaves the Federal government to shoulder the 
responsibility if it is to be shouldered at all. 
Mr. Kennedy assigns no order of priority to these 
"matters of primary importance." If we were in his 
place, we would put slum clearance and the provision 
of decent housing at, or very close to, the top of the list. 
It is unconscionable that in a land which can find the 
funds (Federal funds, incidentally) to finance the most 
ambitious highway building program in history we al-
low people to go on living at a level lower than that of 
our swine. 
The Minimum Wage 
The present minimum wage for a worker engaged in 
an industry in interstate commerce is one dollar an 
hour. This works out to about forty dollars a week OJ" 
$2,080 a year. 
We have tried - so far without success - to figure 
out how an urban worker with a family could get by 
on $2,080 a year. Stealing is against the law, and no 
one can call them all right at the race track, so where 
does the rest of the money come from? Most dollar-an-
hour men do not have rich uncles to help them out. 
At first glance, it might seem that what is called for 
is a hefty boost of the minimum wage to perhaps two 
dollars an hour. People who are supposed to know 
about such things say that this wouldn't work at all, that 
its effect would be simply to throw more people out of 
work and hasten the trend toward automation. Another 
solution which, at first glance, might seem to have some 
merit would be establishing two minimum wages, a 
higher one for heads of families and a lower one for 
workers without dependents. The trouble with this 
solution is that it would tempt employers to replace 
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heads of families with single workers, and thus com-
pound the problem. 
Both the House and the Senate, in the last session of 
Congress, passed bills raising the minimum wage. Un-
fortunately it was impossible to reconcile the two bills 
in conference and so we ended up with no bill at all. 
The figure which has been most bruited about in discus-
sion . of the minimum wage problem is $1.25 an hour, 
certainly an improvement over the present figure but 
hardly enough to solve the problem. 
We are not ready to admit that a society which can 
reward a hypermammalian actress at a rate of $1,000 an 
hour can not reward a family bread-winner at a rate 
better than $1.25 an hour. Marx was up to his old 
trick of swiping his best slogans from Christian ethics 
when he set down the principle: "From each according 
to his ability, to each according to his need." Of course, 
like the devil quoting Scripture, he said only as much 
as he found it convenient to say. For Christian ethics, 
while it insists upon the necessity of rewarding men 
according to their needs, insists also upon recompensing 
men for their contributions to the general welfare. 
There is thus no warrant in Christian ethics for "soak-
ing the rich" just because they are rich. But there is a 
very definite warrant for insisting that wealth be equa-
lized to the point where no one suffers actual lack of 
the basic necessities of life. In our society, $2080 a year, 
or even $2600 for that matter, does not provide a familv 
with the basic necessities of life and a substantial in-
crease in the minimum hourly wage, to perhaps $1.50 
an hour, is clearly indicated. 
Aid to Chronically Distressed Areas 
When President Kennedy was still Candidate Kennedy 
working the hustings in West Virginia, he was appalled 
at conditions which he found in the old coal-mining 
districts of that state. And well he might have been, 
for these are really impoverished areas where the prob-
lem is complicated by the absence of any solid grounds 
for hope of improvement in the future. 
There are several such areas and regions in the United 
States, and the last session of Congress passed a 
$251,000,000 program of aid to such areas. The bill 
was vetoed by President Eisenhower, and we think 
rightly so, for its purpose, to put it bluntly, was to en-
courage or at least support an unintelligent and un-
profitable use of land which might better be abandoned. 
A distinction must be made between industries and 
regions which are periodically subject to economic dif-
ficulties and those which are chronically distressed. 
There is a kind of social obligation to help essentially 
healthy industries and regions to level out the ups and 
downs of the business cycle and it may be profitable, 
in the long run, to do so. But when an industry or a 
region gets to the point where it can survive only as a 
pensioner there is reason to ask why it ought to sur-
vive at all, whether it may not perhaps have had its 
day and be ready for a decent burial. 
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But what about the people involved? The people 
certainly are entitled to all reasonable assistance as they 
go about the difficult and often painful job of reorga-
nizing or relocating their activities. But we are not 
willing to concede that there is· any social responsibility 
to ensure people the right to do the kind of work they 
want to do in any specific place. The wheat farmer 
who goes broke during the dry years in the Dust Bowl 
deserves short- term assistance while he finds another 
job in another place. He has no right to demand help 
so that he can continue to raise wheat in the Dust Bowl. 
Actually, both he and the nation would be better oH 
in the long run if he got out of such a marginal region 
and found some other kind of employment. 
The only form of assistance which we would favor, 
therefore, in the case of chronically distressed areas is 
whatever assistance might be necessary to help the 
people in such areas relocate in areas which offer great-
er opportunity. We do not think that even the Federal 
government is strong enough or wise enough to undo 
the fads of geography. 
The Etiquette of Research 
We have just finished reading the results of a ques-
tionnaire in which fourteen hundred and some adoles-
cents were asked whether their homes are happy. This 
comes on the heels of a survey conducted closer to home 
in which children were invited to confide to another 
curious researcher what their biggest problems are with 
their parents. The combination is too much even for 
blood as tired as ours and we think the time has come 
for someone to say a few words about the etiquette of 
research. 
We hold the view, old-fashioned perhaps, that what 
goes on in the privacy of the home is privileged informa-
tion and that the relation between husband and wife or 
parent and child is one into which no third person 
should intrude except by invitation or in exercise of the 
police power. We do not like Peeping Toms, whether 
they are leering at us through our windows or through 
the paper windows of a questionnaire. 
We hold further that children (a .term which, in our 
vocabulary, includes adolescents) are, by and large, un-
reliable witnesses. One of the graces of chi ldhood is 
the ability to live in the present, and any answer that a 
child might give to the kind of question that these 
Nosy Parkers like to ask must be discounted accordingly. 
There was a day during the recent Christmas holidays 
when, if anyone had asked the ten-year-old Pride of our 
Line whether his home was happy, he would have got-
ten a description of conditions at our house that would 
have curled his hair. (There had been some heated 
words that morning about the condition of his room.) 
The next day there would have been a very different 
answer. In neither case would the answer have reflected 
any long-range view of conditions at home. 
In line with these views, we are, therefore, instructing 
our sons hereafter to answer all questions involving 
family matters with that useful phrase: "No comment." 
They will probably spell it "No koment," but we think 
their meaning will be clear enough. 
On Second Thought 
-------------------------------- 8 Y R 0 8 E R T J . H 0 Y E R 
THE THEOLOGICAL AIR is filled with the prob-lem of inspiration. How can this which lies before 
me be God's Word yet demonstrably human? How 
could God give these words to men and not violate their 
freedom? How can I say in faith that this is inerrant 
and not make my faith a magical faith? 
The problem remains, and it will remain until the 
final vision of God-as-He-is clarifies the dilemma of us-
as-we-are. But it seems to me that with the one clear 
problem-filled way of stating the problem, a dissident 
voice must say it the other way. Somewhere in the midst 
of a conflict the brow-beaten truth lies hidden. 
These are not God's word because God gives them to 
men. They are God's words because men give them to 
God, and He says: "These are mine. I have accepted 
them, I am responsible for them, legally and morally 
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they are mine. They were spoken by My children in 
whom My Spirit lives, and they are mine." 
God's men are filled with the Spirit, and in the 
Spirit they write. With human frailty, and the words 
are God's. Word by word, and just as they stand, the 
words are God's because He has called them so. Here 
is the scandal of the cross - God's Word in dying man 
- extended back through time and forward into the 
church, wherever the Word of God has come. 
Let no man say to this, "This must be true," for God 
is not bound to any formulation of man. Nor shall we 
say: "This cannot be true, they would not then be truly 
God's words." For we are truly His children, because 
He has named us so. Nor may we say: "God would not 
write this way." This is precisely what God, who gave 
His Son, would do. 
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AD LIB. 
We Take You Live to Appomattox 
-------------8 Y ALFRED R. L 0 0 MA N------ - -
SEVERAL YEARS AGO I expressed my ·opinion on the manners of TV and news photographers. Since 
then I have had no reason to change my opinion that 
they are rude, no respectors of persons, and that they 
intrude on any scene they are covering. With apologies 
to Bob Newhart, who has used this technique on other 
events, let us imagine what might have transpired had 
television covered Lee's surrender to Grant. 
Scene: A farm house at Appomattox Station, Vir-
ginia. A rehearsal is in progress. A television camera 
is on either side of the veranda and one is on the roof. 
General Grant and his staff can be seen riding up the 
road. 
Television director to cameraman on roof: "Are you 
getting that shot, Joe? That guy in front doesn't ride 
too smoothly. Who's he? Oh, Grant. How about 
letting that guy on the left - you say that's Sheridan? - · 
lead the group in tomorrow?" 
As Grant and his staff ride up, General Lee and Col. 
Marshall come to the doorway. Both are impeccably 
dressed in contrast to Grant and his officers. Grant is 
wearing a dark blue frock coat, unbuttoned and muddy, 
with dark trousers tucked into muddy boots. His stall, 
consisting of Generals Ord and Sheridan and several 
colonels, are also wearing soiled and worn uniforms. 
Television director as Grant walks up to house: "All 
right, boys, stand right there a minute. The ride up 
was O.K., but put a little more dash and gallop into 
it tomorr;ow. Grant, maybe you could use that grey 
horse over there; it's better looking than yours. Oh, 
that's Lee's horse. Well, while you're borrowing things, 
you might get one of Lee's uniforms. He looks less de-
feated than you do. All right, have it your own way." 
"Joe, who's that pestering you? His name's McClean 
and he owns this place? Tell him if he's worried about 
what you're doing to his roof we'll get him a new one. 
I told those guys we should have shot this at the studio." 
"Now Grant, you go up to the door and shake hands 
with Lee. Lieutenant, you hold that door open. You 
say you're General Ord? All right, General Onl, you 
hold the door open. Grant, how about putting your 
arm around Lee's shoulder to sort of show there are no 
hard feelings? Not dignified, eh? Well both of you 
go on in then." 
The scene shifts to a small room in the farm house. 
Two television cameras are crammed into the corners 
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and cable covers the floor. General Grant and General 
Lee are seated facing each other. The TV director 
speaks through an open window: 
"This is where you two talk over old times in the 
Mexican War. That looks too stiff to me. Grant, 
don't you remember any funny experiences from your 
days as a subaltern? Oh Lee, didn't anything humorous 
happen while you were on Scott's staff? Frank, remiml 
me to have our script boys give us some topical jokes 
(or this spot before tomorrow." 
"Now, Grant, start writing those terms. Act like 
you're pondering over them. I don't care if you do 
know them by heart, this spot needs a little drama. 
George, get a close-up of Lee's sword and those broidered 
gauntlets while this is going on. Lee, you clench and 
unclench your fist while Grant's writing. You other 
generals, argue with that colonel over there about some-
thing. "Vhat do you mean, General, you are out of 
ink? Prop man, get me a ball point. No, wait, Col. 
Marshall has some extra ink with him. Say, that's not 
a bad gimmick, let's leave it in the script." 
"Now, Lee, you read the terms. Are those the glasses 
you plan to use? Prop man, have a pair of rims ready 
for Lee tomorrow, these th ings will never photograph. 
All right, Lee, now argue with Grant over the terms. 
You think they are honorable and have no changes to 
suggest? Well, then hand him your sword. You say 
the terms allow officers to keep sidearms? Say, who 
was the dud that wrote this script?" 
"Here's where you ask Grant if your men can keep 
their horses. George, put in a flashback at this spot 
showing a man coming down from a columned porch 
to his horse which is held by two slaves. What do you 
mean there are no more slaves? Who's going to load 
all this equipment tomorrow? Lee, now ask Grant for 
25,000 rations for your starving troops and look a little 
sad, maybe get out your handkerchief. At this point, 
we're going to break for a CAR E" commercial." 
"One or two other things I want to clear up before 
tomorrow, boys. Lee, I would l ike to have you trim 
that beard a little before tomorrow; it's giving us shad-
ow problems. And Grant, no cigars tomorrow, please. 
One of our sponsors is a cigarette company and we 
wouldn't want to offend them. Any questions? All 
right, everybody here by noon for the make-up men. 
And keep it moving tomorrow, because we have to get 
back to ·washington in case Lincoln makes a speech." 
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The Theatre 
Marginal Notes on the Religious Drama 
BY WALTER SORELL 
Drama Editor 
JAMES FORSYTH impressed us with his play "Heloise" two seasons ago. His retelling of the Nativity, "Em-
manuel," had a short run at the Gate Theatre, and 
with another cast it was done by "The }>lay of the 
Week" on Channel 13. In his own words, he intended 
"another telling of the story of Jesus' birth, a story that 
is always in the telling and never fully told." His ver-
sion is simple and written with an undertone of hu-
mility and reverence. It is presented partly in poetic 
lines, partly in prose - and too wilful at that. 
When the thought is expressed that man may not be 
able to live up to the greatness that lies in the hour of 
Christ's birth, its underlying philosophy is moving. And 
when Maria, on her flight with the newly born child, 
hears the wailing of the mothers in Bethlehem for their 
slain children, the theme of eternal sacrifice receives 
renewed meaning. But beyond this there is no fresh 
point of view in the play, no real urgency and need . 
I feel that the story as told in the Bible in all its poetic 
s·parseness is more dramatic than "Emmanuel" and, 
more and more, I doubt the wisdom of dramatizing a 
Biblical figure, or any of the magnificient moments out 
of the storybook of all times, if we do not get to see 
them in a new light fraught with new meaning perti-
nent to our time. Herod and Justinius create the at-
mosphere of suppression, of a reign of terror and, thus, 
crudely allude to our modern dictatorships and the 
light of hope for mankind. But such parallels are 
obvious and too slight to justify the play. 
Of course, the Bible contains the most tempting 
source material for any writer, let alone the dramatist 
who is bent on writing the religious play. (Moreover, 
in furnishing titles and quotes this Book is rivaled 
only by Shakespeare's works.) 
I can never quite overcome a feeling of embarrass-
ment when Jesus is listed as a character in a play. 
Michel de Ghelderode - one of the finest poet-drama-
tists of our time - got around this problem in his 
"Barabbas" by stating: "Jesus, who says nothing." We 
car. ·ake His stage appearance in pantomime more easily 
than we can accept an impersonator who must voice His 
words. Figures of the Old Testament are more acces-
sible in this respect, although any playwright faces a 
precarious situation when asking an actor to play Moses, 
for instance. Even Christopher Fry, who did so in his 
"The Firstborn," ran into various difficulties. 
The presence of divinity can be so much better 
realized when common, or uncommon, man becomes 
enlighteueu oy the wisdom of God. Then we can clearly 
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hear and accept the voice of God through the words of 
such a simple and simple-minded peasant as Akim in 
Tolstoy's "Power of Darkness." It is the dramatist's 
task to turn symbols iiJto living ideas, whatever symbols 
he uses. A new play by the young Puerto Rican play-
wright Manuel Mendez-Ballester, "The Miracle," (pro-
duced at the Broadway Congregational Church by Bill 
Penn's Broadway Chapel Players), brings two tramps on 
stage in his attempt to refute Beckett's "Waiting for 
Godot"; and, although I have dramaturgic qualms 
about the play's denouement when a voice from high 
above proclaims the eternity of life, I feel the play-
wright managed to involve us personally in his "own 
small experience in search of God, in search of faith." 
But this is not to discourage any dramatist from using 
Biblical material. As any good sermon should be re-
lated to the needs of the time and the problems of the 
community, the new aspects of the eternal stories and 
figures in question may meaningfully unfold for us on 
stage if we can see them from where we now stand. And 
to see is to be a poet. 
In other words, it needs a heightened poetic vision of 
life which the dramatist must bring to his work. In 
his essay "Shakespeare and the Drama," Tolstoy con-
tends that there is no drama without a vision of life 
which is realistic, moral, and ultimately religious. He 
furthermore says that the "essence" of elrama is "reli-
gion" and that the theatre "should serve the elucida-
tion of religious consciousness." And when Friedrich 
Schiller speaks of the stage as a moral institution he 
has the same thing in mind without thinking of a play 
with overtly religious meaning. Such plays are, in a 
broader sense, morality plays, and morality plays are 
propagandistic. 
Bernard Shaw remarked in "Quintessence of Ibsen-
ism" that "there is not one of Ibsen's characters who 
is not, in the old phrase, the temple of the Holy Ghost, 
and who does not move you at moments by the sense 
of that mystery." Then any great play - as any piece 
of great art - is essentially religious because it is es-
sentially moral. Only the artist who is empowered with 
a vision of life, who is endowed with the mystery of 
creation, can take us with him on his flight beyond the 
ordinary where alone we may come close to experiencing 
the sense of God's greatness. Perhaps D. H. Lawrence 
has expressed it best when he wrote: "I always feel as if 
I stood naked for the fire of Almighty God to go through 
me - and it's rather an awful feeling. One has to be so 
terribly religious to be an artist." 
THE CRESSET 
The Christian Family Keeps lent 
JESUS CHRIST walked the Way of the Cross. This Way does not begin for Him on Good Friday. From His Baptism and Temptation onwards 
Jesus is manifestly destined to enter into His glory by way of the Cross. Lent 
does not end with Easter. Lent has its goal in Easter. We celebrate Lent and 
Easter in the company of Him Who is now alive from the dead. Our celebra-
tion is a rehearsal of the work of Jesus. 
Lent is for us, therefore, the time to learn anew to live the Way of the Cross. 
It is the time for the profound fast: hating sin and cutting it off. And it is the 
time for renewal in the divine benefits of Jesus Christ. Our Baptism into Jesus 
Christ is our dying with Jesus Christ in His once-for-all death. Our Baptism is 
a rising to new life with Him in His resurrection. Our Baptism destines us to 
walk the Way of the Cross. 
Jesus Christ walked the Way of the Cross with joy. He depised the shame, 
counting it for nothing, for the pleasure of the victory He was to win. 
Hence, although Lent is the time of repentance, it is the time of joy. The 
repentance that ends with life is not to be regretted. We are celebrating not 
only Jesus' death, but the Feast of Life by the resurrection of Jesus Christ from 
the dead. 
This worship material is presented to help families discover anew the mean-
ing of the Christian life in Baptism, the participation in the death and resur-
rection of Jesus Christ. This meaning needs to be lived; it also needs to be 
talked about. 
The father of the family, or the person responsible for the prayers, should 
lead the family into more intelligent insights by discussion of the materials. 
Attempt has been made to give some hints to the leader. He should be aware of 
the parallel and contrast between the first creation and the new creation in 
Jesus Christ. God's Word and Spirit and water will furnish starting points 
for discussion on Baptism. The old covenant and the new covenant ought to 
be explored as the promises of God to Abraham and his descendants are read. 
Do not overlook the reception of these promises by faith and the creation of the 
new Israel, the Church of God - an emphasis of the last days of Holy Week. 
The Exodus and Passover lend materials for enhancing the family's description 
of the fulfilled exodus in Jesus' death and the New Passover Lamb Who nour-
ishes the Christian congregation on Himself. 
The Sundays, while not numbered as days of Lent, are used to set some-
thing of a theme in the unfolding development. The theme headings are in-
tended to be suggestive for the leaders rather than analytically accurate. 
It must be emphasized that this material for the family is not intended to 
be a substitute for regular worship with the congregation during Lent. 
This material presupposes a structure in which the family will read (or 
hear read) the Passion Story. (This Story has been published in pamphlet 
form in two places: The Passion Stm·y, compiled by Paul W. Nesper, The Wart-
burg Press, Columbus, Ohio; and Fmm Bethany to Olivet, arranged by H. R. 
• Withers, The Church World Press, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio. Both use the text 
of the Revised Standard Version). 
The family who wishes to use visual aids can construct a cross from wood 
or plasti-foJm, placing two candles on each of the arms and posts of the Cross. 
In addition to a candle for each Sunday in Lent, there would be one for Ash 
Wednesday, Maundy Thursday, and Good Friday. (Once a candle has been 
'" lighted for its day, this candle would be lighted for every service thereafter). 
Where the members cross, a ninth candle would be placed. This could be 
considered the family's counterpart for a Paschal candle. It would be lighted 
for the first time at the beginning of devotions on Holy Saturday. From it 
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The Christian Life: 
each member of the family would light his own candle when he repeats his 
Baptismal vow. 
It should be stressed again that the emphasis of this material is to assist 
families to grow in the insight and skill of living from their Baptism and to 
their Baptism until the day of 1·esurrection. If fathers (or leaders) desire 
further information on the Christian life as a daily return to Baptism, let them 
obtain a copy of the Lm·ge Catechism of Luther and a copy of his treatise, "The 
Holy and Blessed Sacrament of Baptism" (Luther's Wm·ks, Amer-ican Edition, 
Vol. 35, p. 23ff., Muhlenberg Press). This essay could profitably be mimeo-
graphed and mailed to every family in the parish. 
These materials can be used within the Matins or Vespers services. Or, the 
following format may be used. · 
(I) The Invocation * l\Jake the sign of the holy Cross and say, "In the 
Name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost. Amen." 
(2) The Hymn (Hymn numbers are from the Lutheran Hymnal and the 
Sen;ire Book and Hymnal). 
(3) The Reading 
(4) The Responding Word 
(5) Prayers (Collects or Litany) 
(6) The Blessing * "The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, the love of God 
and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit be with us all." 




·wednesday 320 365 Joel 2: 12-19; Matt. 6:16-21 
Thursday 298 259 Gen. l 
Friday 298 259 Gen. 2 
Saturday 298 259 Gen. 3 
Responding Wonk· Baptizing with water signifies that the Old Adalll in us 
should, by daily contrition and repentance, be drowned and die with all 
sins and evil lusts, and, again, a new man daily come forth and arise, who 
shall live before God m righteousness and purity forever. (Luther, Small 
Catechism. Part IV). 
COLLECT: 
Almighty and everlasting God, who hatest nothing that Thou hast made 
and dost forgive the sins of all those who are penitent, create and make in us 
new and contrite hearts that we, worthily lamenting our sins and acknowledging 
our wretchedness, may obtain of Thee, the God of all mercy, perfect remission 
and forgiveness; through Jesus Christ, Thy Son, our Lord. Amen. (See also 
the Litany) 

















Tuesday 516 561 Gen. 6 
Wednesday 516 561 Gen. 7 
Thursday 516 561 Gen 8 
Friday 516 561 Gen. 9:1 -7 
Saturday 172:1-4 88 Gen. 9:8-17 
R esponding Word: It is truly meet, right, and salutary that we should at all 
times and in all places give thanks unto Thee, 0 Lord, holy Father, al-
mighty, everlasting God, Who on the tree of the Cross didst give salvation 
unto mankind that, whence death arose, thence Life also migh t rise again; 
and that he who by a tree once overcame might likewise by a tree be over-
come, through Jesus Christ, our Lord. (Preface and Proper Preface for 
Lent). 
COLLECT: 
0 Lord, mercifully hear our prayer and stretch forth the right hand of Thy 
majesty to defend us from them tha t rise up against us; through Jesus Christ, 
Thy Son, our Lord. Amen. 
REMINISCERE 


























1 Thess. 4:1-7; Matt. 15:21-28 
Gen. 11:1-9 
Gen. 12: l-9 
Gen. 13:5-18 
Gen. 15: 1-fi 
Gen. 22:1-18 
Gen. 32:9-30 
R esponding W o1·d: Psalm Ill . The Psalm may be read to each other, verse b~ 
verse. (This Psalm may also be used profitably as meditation to prepare 
for celebrating the Holy Communion) . 
COLLECT: 
0 God, who sees t that of ourselves we have no strength, keep us both ou t· 
wardly and inwardly that we may be defended from all adversities wh ich may 
happen to the body and from all evil thoughts which may assault and hurt the 
soul: through Jesus Christ, Thy Son, our Lord. Amen . 
OCULI 


























Luke 11 :14-28; Eph. 5:1-9 




Exodus 1 : 8-2~ 
Num. ~1:4-9; John 3:1-18 
R esponding Word: I believe tha t J esus Christ, true God, begotten of the 




Judgment and Deliverance. 
LAETARE 
The Bread from Heaven. 
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Lord, who has redeemed me, a lost and condemned creature, purchased and 
won me from all sins, from death, and from the power of the devil; not with 
gold or si lver, but with His holy, precious blood and with His innocent 
suffering and death, that I may be His own, live under Him in His kingdom, 
and serve Him in everlasting righteousness, innocence, and blessedness, 
even as He is risen from the dead, lives and reigns to all etern ity. This is 
most certainly true. (Luther, Small Catechism, Part II). 
COLLECT: 
We beseech Thee, Almighty God, look upon the hearty desires of Thy 
humble servants and stretch forth the right hand of Thy majesty to be our 

































R Psponding Word: The Ten Commandments, recited from Exod us 20, or 
the Small Catechism. 
COLLECT: 
We beseech Thee, Almighty God, mercifully to look upon Thy people 
that by Thy great goodness they may be governed and preserved evermore both 
in body and soul ; through Jesus Christ, Thy Son, our Lord. Amen. 
Hymn Reading 
LH SBH 
Sunday 305: l-4 262 Gal. 4:21-31; John 6:1-15 
Monday 305:1-4 262 Exodus 2:1-25 
Tuesday 305:1-4 262 Exodus 3:1-22 
Wednesday 305:5-9 262 Exodus 5:1-6:8 
Thursday 305:5-9 269 Exodus ll: 1-10 
Friday 305:5-9 269 Exodus 16:1-3 1 
Saturday 305:7-9 269 John 6:25-59 
R esponding Wonl 
V 1 Surely he has borne our griefs and carried our sorrows; 
Rl Yet we esteemed him st1·icken, smitten of God and afflicted. 
V 1 But he was wounded for our trangressions, 
R J He was bmised fm· our iniquities; 
V 1 Upon him was the chastisement that made us whole, 
Rl And with his stripes we are healed. 
COLLECT: 
Grant, we beseech Thee, Almighty God, that we, who for our evil deeds do 
worthily deserve to be punished by the comfort of Thy grace may mercifully be 





























Phil. 2:5-11; Matt. 21:1-9 
Exodus 12:1-28 
l Cor. 10: 1-33 
l Cor. II: 17-33 
I Cor. 12:1-27 
Psalm 22 
Matt. 27:57-G6 
1 Peter 3:17-22 
Responding Word for Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday: 
At the name of Jesus every knee shall bow: of things in heaven and things 
in earth and things under the earth. 
For He became obedient unto death, even the death of the cross: where-
fore He is Lord to the glory of God the Father. 
Responding Wm·d for Thursday: 
God forbid that I should glory: save in the Cross of our Lord Jesus Christ. 
In Him is salvation, life, and resurrection from the dead: by Him we are 
redeemed and set at liberty. 
Ps. God be merciful unto us and bless us: and cause His face to shine upon 
us. 
Glory be to the Father, etc. 
Responding Word for Friday: 
Surely He hath borne our griefs and carried our sorrows: He was wounded 
for our trangressions, He was bruised for our iniquities. 
All we like sheep have gone astray: and the Lord hath laid on Him the 
iniquity of us all. 
Ps. Hear my prayer, 0 Lord: and let my cry come unto Thee. 
Glory be to the Father, etc. 
COLLECTS: 
Sunday: Almighty and everla~ting God, who hast sent Thy Son, our Savioc 
Jesus Christ, to take upon Him our flesh and to suffer death upon the cross that 
all mankind should follow the example of His great humility, mercifully grant 
that we may both follow the example of His patience and also be made partakers 
o£ His resurrection; through the same Jesus Christ, Thy Son, our Lord. Amen. 
Munday: Grant, we beseech Thee, Almighty God, that we, who amid so manv 
adversities do fail through our own infirmities, may be restored through the 
Passion and intercession of Thine only-begotten Son. Amen. 
Tuesday: Almighty and everlasting God, grant us grace so to pass through this 
holy time of our Lord's Passion that we may obtain the pardon of our sins: 
through the same Jesus Christ, Thy Son, our Lord. Amen. 
Wednesday: Grant, we beseech Thee, Almighty God, that we, who for our evil 
deeds are con tinually afflicted, may mercifully be relieved by the Passion of 
Thine only-begotten Son. Amen. 
ThuTSday: 0 Lord God, who hast left unto us in a wonderful Sacrament a 
memorial of Thy Passion, grant, we beseech Thee, that we may so use this 
Sacrament of Thy body and blood that the fruits of Thy redemption may con-
tinually be manifest in us. Amen. 
F1·iday: Almighty God, we beseech Thee graciously to behold this Thy family, 
for which our Lord Jesus Christ was contented to be betrayed and given up into 
the hands of wicked men and to suffer death upon the cross; through the same 
Jesus Christ, Thy Son, our Lord. Amen. 
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The Way of the Cross. 
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LITANY FOR ASH WEDNESDAY 
Lord, have mercy upon us 
Christ, have mercy upon us 
Lord, have mercy upon us 
VI 0 God, ·who hast made and preserved us, 
0 God, 'Vho hast redeemed and saved us, 
0 God, Who hast giv.en us new life: 
Rl Hear our prayer and grant ow· supplication. 
VI Lord Jesus: 
By the greatness of Thy love to become our Brother, 
By the steadfastness of Thy obedience to love us to the end, 
By the joy of Thy will to obey the Father, 
By the merit of Thy holy agony and death, 
By the glory of Thy resurrection and ascension, 
By the presence of Thy Spirit: 
Rl Turn us fmm death to life, 
fmm dadmess to light, 
from pride to faith. 
VI From the love of self, 
From the fear of death, 
From the terror of Thy judgment, 
From the depths of Thy condemnation: 
Rl Deliver us, Good Lo1·d, in the bounty of Thy gmce. 
V 1 Cut our proud flesh to the very quick: 
Rl And heal us with Thy righteousness. 
VI Turn to Thyself the rebellious and indifferent, the ignorant and foolish, 
Raise up the fallen by Thy compassion to stoop to the lowliest, 
Arouse the cold by the fire of Thy love, 
Shatter the self-righteous by the greatness of Thy sacrifice: 
R J Hea1· ow- prayer, 0 L01·d, and let our C1)1 come unto Th ee. 
V 1 Give us hearts of faith and lives of love, 
Bless Thy people's meditation on Thy Work, 
Strengthen the weak and suffering, 
Be a Companion for the lonely and frightened, 
And bring us all to the glory of Thy resurrection: 
Rl H ear us, me1·ciful Savior, and grant our supplications. 
VI 0 Christ, Lamb of God: 
Rl Have mercy upon us. 
V 1 0 Christ, Lamb of God: 
Rl Have mercy upon us. 
VI 0 Christ, Lamb of God: 
R J Have mercy upon us. 
A LITANY FOR PALM SUNDAY 
Lord, have mercy upon us 
Christ, have mercy upon us 
Lord, have mercy upon us 
V J 0 Blessed One of David : 
Rl Come to us in the Name of the Lord. 
V 1 0 High-born King of Truth: 
Rl Rule our oft-rebellious hearts. 
VI 0 Lowly Passenger: 
Rl Live in our hearts. 
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Rl Tune our lips and hearts. 
Saviour of men's souls: 
Rl Confirm our faith. 
Worshipped by the children: 
Rl Embrace our young' ones. 
From the blindness of sin: 
Rl Deliver us, 0 jesus. 
VI From running with the crowd: 
Rl Preserve us, 0 jesus. 
VI From empty worship: 
Rl Deliver us, jesus. 
VI Jesus, betrayed by a friend: 
Rl Stand guard over our fellowship. 
VI Jesus, condemned by Scribes and Priests and Pharisees: 
Rl Preserve in truth and piety our leaders and teachers. 
V 1 Jesus, sentenced to death by Roman officials: 
Rl Reclaim and cleanse our politics. 
VI 0 God, the Father in heaven: 
Rl Save us from our sins. 
VI 0 God, the Son, born for us: 
Rl Deliver us from our sins. 
V 1 0 God, the Holy Ghost, the gift we need the most: 
Rl Cleanse us fmm ow· sins. 
Our Father ... 
VI 0 Jesus, true God, begotten of the Father from eternily, 
0 Jesus, true Man, born of the Virgin Mary, 
0 Jesus, blessed Advocate, interceding for Thine own: 
Rl Hear us, our Lord and our Redeemer. 
VI Be gracious unto us: 
Rl Spare us, Lord jesus. 
VI From all sins, 
}rom sudden and evil death, 
From the power of the devil: 
Rl Deliver us, Lord jesus. 
VI By Thy Love which knew no bounds, 
By Thy holy and precious Blood, 
By Thy innocent suffering and death: 
Rl Save us, Lord jesus. 
V 1 That we may be Thine forever, 
That we may live under Thee in Thy kingdom, 
That we may serve Thee in willing obedience: 
Rl Help us, Lord jesus. 
V 1 Because Thou art risen from the dead, 
Because Thou dost live forever, 
Because Thou dost reign to all eternity: 
Rl Hear us, Lord jesus. 
V 1 0 Lamb of God, that takest away the sin of the world: 
Rl Have mercy upon us. 
VI 0 Lamb of God, that takest away the sin of the world: 
Rl Have mercy upon us. 
V 1 0 Lamb of God, that takest away the sin of the world: 
Rl Grant us Thy peace. 
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HOLY SATURDAY 
Invocation: In the Name o£ the Father ... 
Hymns: LH 179, 301. SBH 71, 259. 
Scripture Lessons: Matt. 27:57-66; l Pet. 3:17-4:6. (The father, or worship 
leader, should explain the connection between Christ's death and burial 
and ours in Baptism; also His resurrection and our rising to new lilfe). 
Responding Word: Baptising with water signifies that the old Adam in us 
should, by daily contrition and repentance, be drowned and die with all sins 
and evil lusts, and, again, a new man daily come forth and arise, who shall 
live · before God in righteousness and purity forever. (Luther, Small Cate-
chism. Part IV). 
Responsive Reading 
V / We have been baptized into Jesus Christ, into His death: 
R/ We were buried with Him by Baptism into death. 
vI If we have been united with Him in a death like His: 
Rj We shall certainly be united with Him in a resurrection like His. 
V / Our old self was crucified with Him: 
Rj So that th e sinful body might be destroyed and we might no longer 
be enslaved to sin. 
V / He who has died is freed from sin: 
R J But if we have died with Christ, we believe that we shall also live 
with Him. 
V j Christ, be::1.g raised from the dead, will never die again: 
R/ Death no longer has dominion ove1· Him. 
V j The death He died He died to sin, once for all: 
R/ But th e life He lives He lives to God. 
All/ So we must consider mnselves dead to sin and alive to God in j esus 
Christ. 
V j Let not sin therefore reign in your mortal bodies, to make you obey their 
passions: 
Rj But yield yow·selves tu God as men who have been brought from 
death tu life, and yuw· members as instnrments of righteousness. 
V / You have died, and your life is hid with Christ in God: 
RJ When Christ Who is um life appears, then you also will appear with 
Him in glm·y. 
V j Put to death therefore what is earthly in you: 
immorality, impurity, passion, evil desire, and covetousness, which is idol-
atry. Put away anger, wrath, malice, slander, and foul talk from your 
mouth. You have put off the old nature with its practices: 
Rj You have put on the new nature, which is being renewed in the image 
of its creator. 
(Here let each member of the family speak his renewal of his baptismal vow. IE 
the family chooses, each one may hold a candle, and light it from the center 
candle when it is his turn). 
-I renounce the devil and all his works and all his ways; 
I believe (and here confess the Apostles' creed) 
I affirm and renew rny vow in Baptism to live my life in this Christian faith. 
Using faithfully the Gospel and Sacraments, I submit to God in the fellow-
ship of the Christians, to live in love and peace, patiently waiting for the 
resurrection of the body. 
V 1 If the Spirit of Him Who raised Jesus from the dead dwells in you: 
Rj He Who raised Christ jesus from the dead will give life to your mm·-
tal bodies also through His Spirit which dwells in you. (Rom. 8) 
All: Our Father, Who art in heaven ... 
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Fr om the Cha pel 
The Challenge of the Paradox 
BY THE REv. THEODORE GERKEN 
Pastor of St. John's Lutheran Church 
LaGrange) Illinois 
We then, as workers together with him, beseech you also that ye 
receive not the grace of God in vain. (For he saith, I have heru·d 
thee in a time accepted, and in the day of salvation have I suc-
coured thee: behold, now is the accepted time; behald, now is 
the day of salvation.) Giving no offence in any thing, that the 
ministry be not blamed: But in all things approving ourselves 
as the ministers of God, in much patience, in a~flictions, in neces-
sities, in distresses, in stripes, in imprisonments, in -tumults, in 
labours, in watchings, in fastings; By pureness, by knowledge, by 
longsuffering, by kindness, by the Holy Ghost, by love unfeigned, 
By the word of truth, by the power of God, by the armour of 
righteousness on the righ·t hand and on the Ieft, By honour and 
dishonour, by evil report and good report: as deceivers, and yet 
well known; as dying, and, behold, we live; as chastened, and 
not killed; As sorrowful, yet always rejoicing; as poor, yet makin.~ 
many rich; as having nothing, and yet possessing all things. 
- 2 Corinthians 6:1-10 
MAN'S LIMITED capacity of comprehension demands a harmonization of truths that are irreconcilable, 
but each remains true nevertheless. This is a paradox -
the aggravating incongruity of two truths that seem to 
contradict each other, and yet both are true. Some years 
ago a book of Lenten sermons by Lutheran pastors took 
its title from the introductory sermon by Dr. Paul 
Scherer of New York on the topic: "God - The Eternal 
Paradox." Without trying to choose between God's 
justice and God's love, and without diluting either at-
tribute, Dr. Scherer said: "I want to indicate to you 
what is really the eternal paradox of God. A paradox 
isn't a contradiction. It's a double truth that can never 
be resolved into eith~r one of its terms without the other 
. . . It's with the terrible justice of a God who's in love 
with us that you and I have to deal!" 
It's this kind of paradox that confronts us in our text; 
and we can either lose ourselves in rationalization or 
frustration or heresy, or we can accept THE CHAL-
LENGE OF THE PARADOX. We urge you to do 
the latter. 
I 
Paul had just completed a rhapsodic outburst of lyri-
cal prose in praise of the grace of God. "God was in 
Christ, reconciling the world unto Himself, not im-
puting their trespasses unto them . _ . for God hath 
made Christ, who knew no sin, to be sin for us, that 
we might be made the righteousness of God in Him." 
Not only did God remove the guilt and penalty of our 
sin, but He brought about a reconciliation and restored 
personal fellowship between Himself and His redeemed 
people. Man neither deserves this nor shares the credit 
for the results. This is purely the grace of God. It is 
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His doing. So Paul says: "All this is from God!" 
None of it is your work. 
But then St. Paul goes and spoils it all when he writes: 
"We beseech you that ye receive not the grace of God 
in vam. This sounds suspiciously like a command to 
cooperate with God in carrying out our salvation. So 
it does. But, you say, this would be a contradiction of 
the concept of grace! Exactly! And there is your para-
dox! Though grace is free and you cannot claim that 
you earn salvation, this never removes from you the need 
of sincere response and continual diligence to make your 
calling and election sure. 
It isn't hard to see the need of this challenge of the 
paradox. After all, if forgiveness is free, if heaven is ~ 
gift, if our redemption is the work of God alone, then 
what is there left for us to do or to be the least bit con-
cerned about? The temptation is to let God do it, to 
sit down smugly with folded hands in a rocking chair 
religion where we wait sanctimoniously for the crown 
of glory to float down upon our heads. This danger is 
what caused Luther to say that a Christian is not some-
thing you have become) but something you are constant-
ly becoming. It is living on an incline, ever climbing 
higher and higher and closer to God. This is why St. 
Paul exclaims to the Philippians: "Not as though I 
had already attained, either were already perfect: but 
l follow after if that I may apprehend that for which 
also I am apprehended of Christ Jesus." When God 
converts you, He stands alone in the center of the stage . 
But immediately after this scene, there is a shift in focus 
and you also become an actor, cooperating with God in 
your sanctification. "Wherefore, my beloved," St. Paul 
writes to the Philippians, "work out your salvation with 
fear and trembling." This is the challenge of the para-
dox. 
II 
A precious jewel in the message of reconcilation is the 
standing invitation of God's mercy. Heaven is the ori-
ginal church of the open door. The grieving father is 
ever yearning for the prodigal son to return. His slo-
gan of salvation is clear: "Him that cometh to Me I 
will in no wise cast out." 
"0 all embracing Mercy, 
0 ever-open Door, 
What should we do without Thee 
When heart and eye run o'er? 
When all things seem against us, 
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To drive us to despair, 
We know one gate is open, 
One ear will hear our prayer." 
Even in the waning minutes of the II th hour, paradise 
is opened to the malefactor on the cross. 
But the fact that this is the only Bible instance of 
death-bed conversion leads us to the paradox - to the 
companion truth that contradicts: the door can be 
shut! The fact that man himself shuts the door and 
throws away the key by hardening his heart and making 
himself incapable of receiving God is beside the point. 
The point is, the door is shut. The five foolish brides-
maids were unable to get in. 
"Delay not, delay not! The Spirit of Grace, 
Long grieved and resisted, may take His sad flight 
And leave thee in darkness to finish the race, 
To sink in the gloom of eternity's night." 
High on a hill overlooking the city of Jerusalem sprawl-
ing in splendor in the valley below Him, our Lord sat 
down on a rock and wept over the city and cried in 
anguish: "If thou hadst known, even thou, at least in 
this thy day, the things which belong unto thy peacel 
But now they are hid from thine eyes." Now it's too 
late. In the stream of God's mercy, as in the river 
Niagara above the Falls, there is a past-redemption 
point, beyond which all hope is lost. 
This is the paradox that challenges you. "Behold, 
now is the accepted time; behold, now is the day of 
salvation!" These four years at college - this is your 
hour. Make the most of this moment. God is trying 
here to make something out of you. Reject this grace 
of God in these student days and they are lost forever. 
Your studies are a part of your total salvation. God's 
redemption wants to reach also into your mind to per-
fect it, into your talents to raise them nearer to divine 
efficiency, into your whole personality to lift it closer 
to Christ. The goal of salvation is the total transforma-
tion of all of you toward the image of God, not just 
your escape from hell. God wants to get as much of 
heaven into you as possible - now! - not tomorrow. 
How well He succeeds depends on how far you open 
the door. 
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"Oft as he jogs along life's way, 
Occasion comes for every man to say: 
'This road or that?' And as he chooses there 
So ends his journey in glory or despair." 
III 
There are two other paradoxes in our text to chal-
lenge you, but we have time only to point them out. 
The one has to do with the conversion of your fellow 
men. As non-Pelagian Lutherans we all know that the 
Holy Ghost alone converts man. This is truly a com-
fort, but it can also lead to complacency and lethargy. 
The prerogative of the Holy Ghost can cause people to 
say: "The people know where our church is; if they 
have been elected, they will in due time find our 
church." 
Therefore St. Paul in our text presents the paradox 
that challenges us. He does it first negatively when he 
says: "Giving no offense in anything, that the ministry 
be not blamed." You can block the way for the Holy 
Spirit and be an obstacle in His path to another man's 
heart. You are almost almighty! You can stand in the 
way of God and stop His clock! 
The paradox is presented positively in the following 
verses in which the apostle speaks of the sufferings he 
had endured, the sacrifices he has made, and the vir-
tues he has pursued in trying to pave the way for the 
Holy Spirit. This truth is almost as frightening as the 
negative. You have it within your power to unlock the 
door of another man's heart for the Holy Spirit to open 
and enter. 
IV 
The final paradox has to do with God's providence. 
He promises grace and every blessing to all who keep 
His commandments. St. Paul assures young Timothy 
that "Godliness is profitable unto all things, having 
promise of the life that now is, as well as of that which 
is to come." 
But life isn't like that, is it? The righteous suffer. 
In fact, so often it goes so bad with God's people that 
the heathen are prompted to jeer: "Where is their God!" 
The solution lies in the paradox. The world sees only 
the outward appearance; the eternal reality is perceived 
only by those who feel the pulse of God. Because they 
contradict each other, the world cannot understand. 
But you know. Your ability to distinguish true values 
is your first step in meeting the challenge of this para-
dox, and to say with St. Paul: "We are treated as im-
posters, and yet are true; as unknown, and yet well 
known; as dying, and behold we live; as punished, and 
yet not killed; as sorrowful, yet always rejoicing; as 




The Music Room 
Attem.pts but Unsuccessful Ones 
------------------------------8 y W A L T E R A HANSEN 
H AS THE ART of composing operas fallen on evil 
days in our land? Perhaps one should ask whether 
it ever enjoyed many good days in the United States. 
Do you remember when Deems Taylor's The King's 
Henchman had a brief vogue? Later the same com-
poser's Peter I bbetson reveled in a short-lived success. 
Both works had much merit. Yet they soon disappeared 
almost entirely from the standard repertory. Such is 
the tyranny - or the mercy - of the box office. 
Polish-born Louis Gruenberg's The Emperor .Jones 
did not last long. I wonder why. Many considered it 
an outstanding achievement. 
George Gershwin's Porgy and Bess has become a 
classic. To my thinking, it contains elements that make 
for genuine greatness in the field of opera. 
What about the works composed by Gian-Carlo 
Menotti? The Medium, The Telephone, and The Con-
sul won widespread popularity. But where are they 
today? Have they become museum pieces? Some still 
hail Amah! and the Night Visitors as a great work. I 
admit that parts of this little opera are impressive. 
Some of Menotti 's writing reveals extraordinary skill. 
But I suspect that Amah! owed much of its popularity to 
the appealing Christmas story on which it is based. To 
me Menotti's The Saint of Bleecker St1·eet was a bit 
painful to endure. This composer has become alto-
gether too glib and repetitive. I cannot believe that he 
will go down in history as a great exponent of the art 
of writing opera. 
Philip Bezanson evidently came under the spell of 
Menotti's Amah! when he composed the music for what 
to me is an exceedingly drab Christmas opera. The 
title is Golden Child. I heard and saw it by way of 
television, and I considered Bezanson's achievement in-
describably pedestrian. The recitatives are completely 
consistent in their sameness as well as in their dryness, 
and the admirable skill with which the orchestral part 
is scored cannot atone for a deplorable lack of imagi-
nation and resourcefulness in the art of devising melo-
dies that win their way into one's heart. 
My mouth watered profusely when I learned that 
Deseret, for which Leonard Kastle composed the music, 
would have its world premiere by way of TV. But I 
listened in vain for something really impressive or gen-
uinely important. Here, too, drabness rules the roost. 
Much of the music germinates from a well-known hymn 
used by the Mormons. The scoring, like that of Golden 
Child, is done with unmistakable deftness. Apart from 
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this, however, I found no trace of the eighteen-carat 
imaginativeness that leads to real success in the domain 
of opera. I am not discussing the quality of the per-
formances. 
J bore in mind, of course, that both Golden Child 
and D eseret were devised primarily for television and 
that this fact imposes restrictions and invites possibili-
ties that are somewhat different from those one must 
reckon with when writing for the stage in a theater. 
'Vhen all is said and done, however, good music is the 
basic requirement of good opera. Neither Golden Child 
nor Dese1·et contains music capable of standing on its 
own feet. Consequently, I consider both operas dismal 
failures. Th e King's H enchman, Peter Ibb etson, Th e 
Empem1· Jon es, and even Amah! have infinitely more 
musical justification than I was able to find in Golden 
Child and in Desere t. 
I admit that the story had much to do with the popu-
larity and the appeal of A mahl. For the most part, 
however, the tales on which operas are founded have 
secondary importance. A composer of real ability can 
write a good opera even when the story he uses is 
flimsy or absurd. If you are unwilling to take my word 
for this, I ask you to give careful consideration to the 
librettos of most operas that are acknowledged as great 
-musically great- in the true sense of the word. Think 
of Aida, 11 Tmva ture, Th e B:trbe1· of Seville, Lucia, Don 
Giovanni, The Man-iage of Figam, The Magic Flute, 
Cavalleria Rusticana, La B:Jit eme, Tasca, Lohengrin , 
Tristan und Isolde, Trmnha euse1·, and many other 
works. The composers of these operas had the ability 
to devise music that has a lasting appeal and permanent 
value. Will Bezanson and Kastle ever reach this goal? 
1 wonder. 
Even though the twelve-tone row may be but a passing 
fad and a vehicle for inLricate mental gymnastics, I 
prefer Alban Berg's Wuzzech and Lulu to such jejune 
concoctions as Gulden Child and Dese1·e t. 
Some Recent Recordings 
PAUL HINDEMITH. Symphonia Serena for Orchestra and 
Concerto for H orn and Orchestra. The 1Philharmonia Orchestra 
under the composer. The late Dennis Brain, horn soloist. Hinde-
mith, Qne of the most competent craftsmen of aH times, has writ-
ten a large amount of what the Germans call Augenmusik, "music 
for the eyes." These two compositions, like his Mathis der Maler 
and his Symphonic Metamorphoses on Themes by Carl Maria von 
Weber, are among the fin est works from his fa cile and diligently 
searching pen. Angel. 
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Inner City Witness 
" . . . this is the gate of heaven." 
Genesis XXVIli: 16 
--------------------8 y A D A L B E R T R A P H A E L KRETZMANN 
A CCORDJNG TO THE Annals of the American Aca-
demy of Political and Social Science, Volume 33~. 
November, 1960, "Religion in American Society," 
"there appears to· be something in the Urban Communi-
ty and its culture which is alien, if not hostile, to the 
church. For example, during the period when 200,000 
people were moving into New York City in the area 
below Fourteenth Street, seventeen Protestant churches 
moved out. 
"One probable cause of the Church's alienation from 
the city is the fact that a large proportion of ministers 
come from rural and small-town communities." Accord-
ing to Sanderson, "Facing the life of the city, the average 
Protestant minister's dominant emotion seems to be not 
the 'love that casteth out fear,' but the fear that ex-
cludes love. He is terrified by the vast agglomeration 
of human beings, by the city's monstrous vita lity, myriad 
. forms, restless energies, and by the impudent way in 
which it deals with the proprieties which a polite, mid-
dle-class Protestantism identifies with a 'Christian cul-
ture' ... He looks with disapproval upon an institution 
of such importance as the neighborhood tavern." 
Perhaps this is a more accurate picture than we clare 
to admit. In spite of urban backgrounds and thirty-
four years of filing and grinding in order to fit the 
ministry in the Inner City, we are still fearful and 
hesitant. The hesitancy is not concentrated always and 
only in the minister. Others, by the thousands, join the 
plea for a place in the suburbs. The church is ill at 
ease over its success because of the relative simplicity 
of its adaptation to a suburban environment. Church 
leaders are beginning to recognize that the task of es-
tablishing a successful church in a new and rapidly 
growing suburb is scarcely more difficult than the prob-
lem of establishing a filling station on a new super-
highway. The church is disturbed at finding itself 
too readily at home in a one-class community. It is 
haunted by the consciousness of its essential nature as 
an inclusive fe llowship in which distinctions of "Greek 
and barbarian, wise and simple, bond and free" arc 
transcended. 
Only too rarely do we find that a church has not 
only cleciclecl to stay in what seems to be a depressed 
area but that it decides to stay as a monumental wit-
ness of strength and beauty, is even more rare. 
Saint Luke, Chicago, founded as a school in 1882, 
in what was then a rapidly-growing, solidly Lutheran 
community, has been on a steady Building Program 
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since 1951. In October of 1960 much of the planning 
and sacrifice came to a splendid fulfillment with the 
dedication of its new house of worship. Here again ur-
ban conditions dictated a large part of the design and 
architecture. The city's need for a wider street to the 
east of the church property forced the entire building 
plan of the church to be restudied and adapted to a lo-
cation immediately adjoining the school (bui lt in 1905 
as the first "fire-proof school" in Chicago). The Church 
is sixty-five feet high and one hundred eighty-three 
feet long. It has a seating capacity just at 1,000. 
Honesty and simplicity are the earmarks of its entire 
structure. Brick and stone exteriors and interiors lend 
both dignity and strength to its loftiness. The great 
laminated arches are as serene as the great Oregon for-
ests from which they came. The pews and other fur-
nishings are all of them of the finest selected African 
mahogany. 
Focal point for the entire interior is the chancel area 
with its red and gold ceilure. The chancel windows, 
fifty-five feet high, represent only one thing. Christ, the 
Light of the world. The altar is a great slab of Minne-
sota black granite mounted on a pedestal which is also 
the cornerstone of the church. The decorative symbol; 
of altar, lectern, and pulpit are brilliant, fire-red clois-
sone. The seven candlesticks behind the altar represent 
the seven great hymns of Scripture beginning with the 
"Alleluia" for the creation; the "Miserere" for man's 
fall into sin; the "Sanctus" for the service of prophets 
and priests; the "Gloria in Excelsis" for the coming of 
the Messiah; the "Magnificat" of Mary; the "Benedictus" 
of Zacharias; and, for the close of man's life, the "Nunc 
Dimittis." The great central cross carries on it the sym-
bol of Christ, the Vine, surmounted at the top by the 
Chi-Rho. 
Richard Philbrick, Religion Editor of the Chicago 
Tribune, wrote of the Dedication - "No one among 
the worshippers who crowded the church at the dedica-
tory services asked why St. Luke's built anew on the 
site of its old church. St. Luke's and Lakeview grew to-
gether, and they seem inseparable ... 
"The new St. Luke Church, prominent in the skyline 
of Lakeview, appealing in the freshness and clarity of 
its architecture, is a forthright statement that St. Luke 
Church will meet the challenge not only today but lor 
as long as any Lakeview resident can be made to hear 
the Word of God." 
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THE AMERICAN HISTORIAN 
By Harvey Wish (Oxford University 
Press, $7.50) 
Sometimes we tend to forget how recent-
ly Western man develop<"!d his sense of 
historical time. .Students in survey courses 
are fami liar with the case of Lorenzo Valla 
and the spurious Donation of Constantine. 
This could be dismissed as an example of 
medieval superstition. But even in th .~ 
seventeenth century Sir Edward Coke, on·! 
of England 's greatest legal minds, could be-
lieve in a ll sincerity that Britain had been 
settled by a grandson of Aeneas; tha t com-
mon law, Lords, and Commons existed 
centuries before Christ; a nd tha t King Al-
fred founded Oxford University. 
Accu ~ate knowledge of the men and 
events .ha t have molded our past is t aken 
for gr:::l!ed as part of the intellec tual heri-
tage available today to a ll Americans. 
And certainly, knowledge of the men who 
have recorded this history is equall y im-
portant. History has never been mcrcl)" 
"the facts" of a given era; it is a lways "at-
titudes" toward these facts, and the new 
views that have arisen in succeeding gen-
era tions. Historians are not such a breed 
apart that they do not reflect the spirit 
of the age in which they live. Professor 
Wish in his excellent volume, The America11 
Hist orian, has given everyone interested in 
historiography an opportunity to refresh 
his memory. 
The early Puritan historians likened their 
people to the I sraelites stumbling through 
the wilderness to a promised land, con-
vinced of God's guidance and special favor. 
Supernatura•l intervention and Reformat ion 
zealotry were strong, accounting for John 
Winthrop's observation tha t mice in Boston 
ate only the pages of the Romish Anglican 
prayer book, and William Bradford 's story 
of the " profane yonge man" who was 
struck down by illness and thrown over-
board the M ayflower. There was also m uch 
of the R enaissance in these learned men 
whose writings were replete with countless 
classical references, and whose libraries 
contained the Greek and R oman historians, 
scientifi-c trea tises, and considerable pagan 
philosoph y. Wish lays special stress on 
Bradford's classic, 0 f Plymouth Plantation, 
with atten tion also to Winthrop, Cotton 
Mather, and Capt. John Smith of Virginia. 
As in a ll the chapters, cri tical secondary 
lite rature is introduced, in this instance 
taking the reader right down to Perry Mil-
ler 's contemporary studies. 
In the eighteenth century Enlightenment 
ideas of scientific rationalism, natural pro-
gress, and humanitarian reform altered con-
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siderably the theology-cen tered history of 
the preceding age. Lawyers, journalists, 
and businessmen replaced t11e minister-
historian. A largely secular view of natural 
law operating behind the a.ociden ts of his-
tory could be seen in William Byrd and 
Robert Beverly as well as in Franklin, Mad-
ison, and J efferson . A more tolerant view 
of the individual even permitted humorous 
asides such as Byrd's reference to J arnes-
tow·n settlers as "reprobates of good f ami-
lies" 'Who "built a church that cost no more 
than fifty pounds, and a tavern that cos t 
five hundred ." Wish reserves highest praise 
for the eminen t T ory governor, ThornJs 
Hutch inson, whose th ree-volume study of 
Massachusetts con tain this assessment of 
religious bigotry: 
The most that can be said for our 
ancestors is that they tried gentler 
means at first, which they found 
utterly ineffectual, and that th ey 
followed the example of the authori-
ties in most other states and in most 
ages of the world, who with the like 
absurdity have supposed every per-
son could and ought to think as they 
did, and with the like cruelty have 
punished such as app<'ared to differ 
from them. 
The nineteenth century saw many new 
developmen ts . First came the Federalist-
Whig historians who p•lagiarized shamelessly 
from Edmund Burke's Annual R egister, 
and th ~ biograph:·rs like Mason Weems 
whom Wish -classifies as more a creator of 
fo lklore than historian. Then there wa> 
J ared Sparks, the first professor ul 
American history, and the first to make a 
full-time career of writing, editing, and 
publishing the valuable documents of the 
R evolution ; a man who considered it his 
duty to a lter Washington's spelling and 
grammar to fit H arvard usage, and who 
removed a ll of Fra nklin 's copious refer-
l' nces to sex. The J acksonian era produced 
the grea t classical historia ns - George 
Bancroft, Prescott, M otley, a nd Parkman. 
All were trained in German methodology, 
and Bancroft in particular saw the hand of 
God in the unfolding of democracy as 
dearly as his Prussian tutors saw Him in 
the creation of the German na tion. Some 
will be surprised to learn the extent to 
which Darwinian concepts entered Ameri-
can historiography in the 1890's. 
As Dr. Wish approaches the present 
century, the picture becomes more confused 
b ecause there are so many men and su 
ma ny trends from which to select. To 
cover them all would be impossible. On 
the whole, he has done admirably, and the 
result is perhaps better balanced than 
Mi ~.:h ael Kraus's History of American H is-
tory ( 1937 ), the only other significant 
prior a ttempt at this task. Wish includes 
chapters on the colonial historians who at 
long last reconciled Tories and patriots of 
1776, John B. M cMa·stcr and the rise ci 
social history, the Civi l War scholars, Fre-
derick J ackson Turner's frontier thesis, and 
the contemporary crop of intellec tual his-
torians. In every case, Wish examines the 
pros and cons of the leading representative 
fi gures, and gives a nicely balanced sum-
mary of such men as Charles A. Beard, 
Turner, Ulrich B. Phillips, Vernon L. Par-
rington, a nd Allan Nevins. His admira tion 
for the las t named is quite apparent, and 
he closes the book with fulsome praise for 
both the quantity and quality o f Nevins' 
work. 
Finally, one of the most interesting facets 
of Wish's volume, in the opinion of this 
rl'viewer, is the way in which historical 
knowledge has aided the formulation of 
national policy. Theodore Roosevelt and 
Woodrow Wils:>n are two obvious examples 
of historian-statesmen; Franklin R oosevelt's 
use of the Turner thesis in his election cam-
paign of 1932. and the ammunition pro-
vided by Beard to the R epubli can revision-
ists of the po~twar period might also be 
cited. More and more. American historians 
today arc turning to the l'ntire world scene, 
and the 1960's will see grea ter efforts to 
interpret the American experience in that 
broader light. 
WILLI S D . Bovo 
THE DRY AND LAWLESS YEARS 
By Judge J ohn H . L yle (Prentice-Hall, 
$4.95) 
This volume tells the factua l story of or-
ganized gang ac tivities in Chicago during 
the past four decades when there were 530 
gangland slayings but only two convictions 
for these murders. The author has lived in 
Chicago for the p ast sixty years, corning 
from Tennessee a t age eighteen. H e was an 
a lderman in the City Counci·l, and from 
1924 to 1936 served as Judge in the lVf.uni-
cipal Court. In this book Judge Lyle re-
la tes his personal experiences with known 
criminals in and out of the courtroom, and 
describl's the legal devices he utilized in his 
fight against hoodlum terrorism. H e fre-
quently effe cted the arrest of known under-
world leaders by issuing " Public Enemy 
Warrants." In addition, his high baioJ bond 
policy kept them in jail pending their trials. 
Chicago's crime problems in 1960, the 
author reveals, had thei r beginnings in th·~ 
"Roaring 20's," known also as the "Boot-
leg Era. " When the Prohibition Amend-
ment became law, criminals organized into 
gangs to satisfy the demands of many other-
wise law-abiding citizens for intoxicating 
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liquors. The author . describes the brutal 
rivalry among the various gangs .for control 
of the profitable bootlegging business, and 
relates how this rivalry was settled accord-
ing to gangland methods - beatings, tor-
ture and murder. The bloody g'!-ngland 
rivalry ended viciously in 1929, when AI 
Capone emerged as the leader of organized 
crime in Chicago, after the brutal St. Valen-
tine's Day Massacre which eliminated Ca-
pone's arch enemy and competitor, Bugsy 
Moran. 
Organized lawlessness did not terminate 
with the repeal of the Prohibition Amend-
ment in 1933. Criminal organizations con-
tinued their gambling, bookmaking, and 
prostitution activities and expanded into 
new ventures including narcotics, control of 
unions, kidnapping, and extortion. 
Throughout this book the author points 
out specific instances of close ties between 
gangsters ·and public officials, both R epubli-
cans and -Democrats. He blames public 
apathy for the laxity and corruption in the 
city administrations, police departments, 
prosecutor's offices, and courts. 
Organized crime has given Chicago mor" 
unfavorable publicity than any other Ameri-
can city. In one way or another mobster 
activities cost Chicago taxpayers seven~ ! 
billion dollars annually, but of far greater 
significance is the intangible price which its 
citizens have paid in death, physical and 
mental suffering, poverty, disruption of 
families, disorganization of community life, 
and corruption of government officials due 
to organized lawlessness. 
In this one aspect Chicago was rapidly 
moving backwards with every indication 
that hoodlum operations would greatly in-
crease during the fifth decade. Stories of 
police laxity and corruption, political pro-
tection of racketeers and the remarkable 
wealth of some modest-salaried police cap-
tains frequently occupied banner i)ead-
lines in the local press and were generally 
known to exist by almost everyone. How· 
ever, attempts by decent, civic-minded in-
dividuals and groups to eliminate these con-
ditions were successfully blocked by the 
criminal elements. 
But, in 1960, a police scandal rocked Chi-
cago when it was discovered that known 
criminals used policemen as accomplices 
in crime. Obviously, due to its many handi-
caps and 'limitations, the police department 
was inefficient and unable to cope with this 
situation. Prompt action by the Mayor 
resulted in the beginning of a new era 111 
Chicago. Orlando W. Wilson, an authority 
on police administration, was selected as 
Superintendent of Police, and given the 
difficult task of completely overhauling th'! 
police department without any political 
interference. This was the first important 
step aimed at reducing and eventually elimi-
nating organized crime in Chicago. How-
ever, it is evident that a great deal must be 
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accomplished by this and future generations 
in Chicago before the pattern of lawlessness 
which plagued the people of this city dur-
ing these past forty years is halted and 
solved. 
This book is very informative and well-
written. It gives detailed accounts of the 
personal lives and peculiar habits of major 
gangsters operating in the Chicago area 
since 1920. The author presents many 
undisclosed facts behind the assassination of 
Chicago Mayor Cermak while he was with 
newly-elected President Franklin D. Roose-
velt in Miami, as well as the murders of 
Chicago Tribune reporter Alfred Jake 
Lingle, Republican committeeman Charley 
Gross, other vigorous .foes of racketeering, 
and those who accepted mobster help but 
later failed to fu·lfill their promises. This 
volume also narrates particular facts con-
cerning Mafia activities in Chicago, the St. 
Valentine's Day Massacre, and the convic-
tion of AI Capone by the Federal authori-
ties, in addition to many other well-kncwn 
incidents involving gangsters and racketeer-
ing. 
Organized crime is only one phase of 
life in Chicago. In the final chapter the 
author briefly relates the many worthy con-
tributions o.f individuals, organizations, and 
institutions responsible for the many worth-
while aspects of this great city. 
ANTHONY S. KUHARICH 
FROM RAFT TO RAFT 
By Bengt Danielsson (Doubleday, $4.50) 
The dangerous voyage of Eric de Bisschop · 
from T.:hiti to Chile and back to Polynesia 
is a moving and suspensful tribu~e to bravery 
and daring in the cause of scientific ad-
vancement. In speaking with the author, 
de Bisschop relates, "As my expedition will 
be compared with the voyage of the Kon 
Tiki anyway, I may as well take Thor 
Heyerdahl's theories as my starting point. 
I quite agree with him that there are many 
identical artifacts and customs, not to say 
plants, in South America and in the Poly-
nesian islands. But when it comes to ex-
plaining these similarities we do not agree. 
According to Thor Heyerdahl they exist 
because the first immigrants into Polynesia 
were a fair-skinned people from Peru, who 
sailed across the Pacific in balsa rafts and 
settled in the islands about fifteen hundred 
years ago. I on the contrary, after twenty 
years of study and reflection, have come to 
the conclusion that the simi-larities are due 
to the fact that Polynesian sea-dogs re-
peatedly made the long voyage to South 
America and back in prehistoric times and 
thus both influenced and were influenced 
by different Indian tribes. So what we 
have here, in my opinion, is not a migra-
tion from one area to another but simply 
cultural changes such as have always taken 
place ... " For the substantiation of this 
theory he gave his life. 
On November 8, 1956, de Bisschop and 
his four companions set sail from Papeete. 
A glorious celebration attended by all the 
Europeans on the island, the governor, 
Tahitians in their outrigger canoes, and 
hula girls in straw skirts made the occasion 
very gay with flowers, music, and dance. 
Two years later almost as large a crowd as-
sembled on the quay to welcome the rafts-
men. But this time, there was no laughter 
or singing. Only two of -the original crew 
returned and aJ.l Tahiti knew that the ex-
pedition had ended disastrously. Eric de 
Biss_chop was dead. 
The voyage was dogged with hardship 
upon hardship; adverse winds blew them in 
the wrong direction and tore away parts 
of their raft. When the storms and down-
pours ended, their next fear was Jack of 
water. "At the same time, for some curious 
reason, all the fish which had been accom-
panying the raft, dissappeared; so we could 
no longer count on keeping ourselves alive 
with fishes' blood ... ". The Tahiti Nui 
was so demolished by s~orms that a Chilean 
cruiser was sent out to tow her in. But 
later, the raft had to be abandoned com-
pletely and the raft crew had to be taken 
aboard the cruiser. The transfer was ex-
tremely hazardous in a rough sea but all, 
including the sick captain de Bisschop and 
a sow that had ·been given the last bottle 
of wine to quiet her, were safely gotten on 
board. 
Undaunted, de Bisschop and Alain Bru:1, 
his right hand navigator and friend, imme-
diately upon landing at Valparaiso, began 
to lay plans for their return trip by raft. 
After months of raft building and strenuous 
entertainment ashore, they were glad to set 
to sea. In the light of future events, it 
seems ironical that, after safely passing two 
rocky islands in the Humboldt Current, de 
Bisschop should say that "It's nice to know 
that whatever happens after this, there's 
no danger of our running ashore again dur-
ing the next three months." 
Again storms buffeted them. Their raft 
began to fall apart and sink, at the samt! 
time becoming difficult .to steer. Some of 
the crew began to wonder why they should 
continue the tiring watches at the helm. 
DeBisschop agreed. His argument was 
typical of his whole philosophy. "My ex-
perience is that it is pure waste of one's 
strength ro try to fight against the forces 
of nature," he said, smi,ling gently, "for 
they are always stronger than we are. What 
did the old Polynesian seadogs do when 
they ran into a storm? They simply lay 
down to sleep, full of confidence that their 
sea god, Taaora, would help them ... " So 
in Polynesian fashion the crew spared its 
strength for times ahead when it might be 
needed more. 
Tahiti Nui II became so unseaworthy that 
the men decided to build a new but smaller 
raft, Tahiti Nui III. It is difficult to 
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imagine this feat thousands of miles from 
the land; but the transfer was .finally ac-
complished. This did not end their troubles, 
however. One crew member tried to muti-
ny, two others became obstinate and unco-
operative. The leader grew weaker and 
weaker. All this, in addition to the prob-
lems of adverse winds and storms, curtailed 
rations of food and water, and having to 
ditch all but the very essentials to life itself 
seemed more than humans could take. For 
the .first time since the raft had begun to 
sink two months earlier Alain relates, "We 
were in real danger, but it is indicative of 
my state of exhaustion that I felt no agony 
of mind or fear, but rather a happy re-
lief at the thought that I might soon slip 
down and disappear for ever into the warm, 
soft sea." After even more catastrophe 
Tahiti Nui III was completely wrecked on 
a coral reef during their landing on the 
island af Rakahanga. The worst was now 
over. The surviving crew was returned to 
Tahiti by a French .gunboat, Lotus. 
Lors SIMON 
AFRICAN VOICES 
Peggy Rutherloord, ed. (Vanguard Press, 
$3.95) 
The dust jacket calls this "the first an-
thology of native African writing." It is 
strangely true that few people seem to know 
much about the literature of this part of 
the world which has been so publicized of 
late. 
This book, therefore, is a collection of 
stories, essays, poems, and sayings, which 
shows variety of both form and style of 
wntmg. "The Monkey who le(t his 
Heart in a Tree" is a talking animal tale. 
"Umamina" and "The Flute Players" are 
for those who enjoy poetry in a modern 
vein. "Ritual Murder" and "A Night on 
the Island" are as cold-blooded crime 
stories as one could find anywhere. The 
ever presen't friction between the races is 
described in "The Bench." 
In th~ table of contents the works are 
entered under parts of the continent -
Ethiopia, Southern Africa, East Africa, 
Madagascar, Central Africa, and West 
Africa. The reader is not conscious of any 
real break between the sections, though. 
Each entry stands as a part of the great 
African continent. 
Miss Rutherloord has worked hard to 
gather these materials for publication. Her 
introduction, describing some of the dif-
ficulties encountered, reads as a story it-
self. African Voices is not a book which 
must be perused from cover to cover, how-
ever. Each reader can choose the articles 
which interest him most, or can scan one 
or two at far distant sittings. Peggy · 
Rutherfoord's book makes a start in a field 
which may have real possibilities. It cer--
tainly deserves worthy mention. 
STEPHANIE UMBACH 
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AROUND THE WORLD ON A BET 
By Armand B. D'Oultremonth (Bobbs-
Merrill, $3.95) 
A trip around the· world no longer holds 
any novelty. But when three Belgian noble-
men wager to make - the journey in thirty 
days and perform thirty tasks in the bar-
gain, it becomes news. 
Some of the "points" appear to be simple, 
such as bringing back a Teheran telephone 
directory. But upon learning that a direc-
tory had not been published there for ten 
ye'ars, Bertrand d'Oultremont exclaimed, 
"Rare as a Gutenberg Bible!" Other as-
signments sound venturesome, if not abso-
lutely fatal, such as to be photographed 
with a snake charmer's serpent around tht' 
neck. No matter what the assignment, it 
always developed into an interesting adven-
ture. 
The reader is kept in suspense, just as 
were the travelers until the !Jast minute of 
the last hour of their trip. The humor of 
the men is just as evident in their writing.> 
as in their reactions to the unpredicted 
turn of events. For example: (I) "Chicken 
Tikka Kebab, a native dish in India, was 
doubtless created for no other purpose than 
reviving the half dead ... After one bite of 
it, let alone three, the moribund are fit to 
dance at their own weddings.", (2) the 
"kamikaze" - former suicide-battalion pi-
•lots turned taxi-drivers - will get you any-
where you have to go in the allotted time 
but "what would earn an American or 
•European driver a five thousand dollar fine, 
six months in jail, and permanent loss of 
license, is perfectly ordinary to these driv-
ers ." 
This book should .provide a few hours of 
wacky but delightful reading. 
THE MAN WHO RODE 
THROUGH THUNDER 
Lms SrMON 
By William H. Rankin, Lt. Col., USMC 
(Prentice-Hall, $3.95) 
Colonel Rankin, a Marine flyer, was pilot-
ing an F8U Crusader jet fighter on a rou-
tine flight from Boston to Beaufort. His 
altitude was 47,000 .feet and his speed near 
that of sound. The air was calm and the 
flight smooth, but thousands of feet below, 
dark thunder clouds gathered. Suddenly, 
over Virginia, the jet engine stopped and 
the colonel knew he had about twenty 
seconds in which to make a decision before 
the plane went into a spin. 
His decision was ·to jump. After a 
frightening free fall of seven miles, he 
opened his chute and slowly descended into 
the thunderstorms bc;low him. For the 
next 40 minutes, Col. !Ran•kin went through 
a harrowing experience as the helpless pawn 
of violent forces. He was the first man 
ever to have had the experience who lived 
to tell ·about it. This is his story of the 
sensations, the sights and sounds within 
a thunderstorm, and his reactions during 
that violent trip which began over Vir-
ginia and finally ended in a field in North 
Carolina. 
Included in his story are a number of 
other near tragedies that have marked his 
Marine career, such as . being shot down 
over Korea . and landing a crippled plane on 
a carrier. All of these are told clearly and 
forthrightly by Col. Rankin, who is now 
back doing what he likes best, flying jet 
fighter planes. 
HEAVEN KNOWS WHO 
By Christi anna Brand (Scribner's, $3.95) 
On the night of July 4, 1862, a particu-
larly brutal murder took place in Glasgow, 
Scot>land. The victim's best friend imme-
diately became the prime suspect. The sev-
eral clumsy, demonstrably .false stories which 
she told increased belief in her guilt, of 
which there was weighty circumstantial evi-
dence. The case did not come to a close 
with the jury's verdict; indeed, it became 
more complicated and confusing than ever, 
in the light of fresh and conflicting in-
formation. 
The author's r.arrative is painstakingly 
accurate ("If J essie is described as having 
smiled, or sighed ... then there is evidence 
somewhere of that smile or that sigh.") It 
is told in a style worthy of the very best 
kind of detective fiction, which is exactly 
what Christianna Brand usually writes. 
FICTION 
WINTER SOLSTICE 
By Gerald Warner Brace (Norton, $3.95) 
This is the story of a young woman who 
tries to find a goal which will endow her 
life with enough meaning to make it worth 
the struggle. 
·Mary Kyle Eustace is the oldest of three 
children, accountant in a Boston firm, and 
the one reliable contralto in the church 
choir. These several positions afford acti-
vity without compensatory satisfaction. On 
her falls the major share of .burden in .family 
crises, for her mother sits in a kitchen full 
of dirty dishes and reads Trollope, and her 
father boozes and snoozes in his den. Corn-
muting from her slightly dilapidated subur-
ban horne to Boston, dealing competently 
with bookkeeping figures and formulas for 
eight hours, and journeying home after-
ward, form a dreary routine. Singing in the 
choir ceases to be a pleasure after she rea-
lizes she has fallen in love with the married 
director. The meaningful life for which 
she yearns eludes her until, almost crushed 
by her own unhappiness, she realizes that 
a chance to alleviate the unhappiness of 
orphaned children offers the goal she has 
been seeking. 
It seems peculiar that none of the book's 
characters, not even among church choir 
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members, professes any belief in God. Pos-
sibly this agnosticism is responsible for the 
distasteful frequency with which they take 
His name in vain, and certainly it makes a 
search for enduring values more difficult. 
Any similarity between this story and 
soap operas is doubtless unintentional. Per-
haps it is unfair to mention that phrase, al-
ways considered disparaging. It shoul'dn't 
be; there are a number of widely read 
books whose essentials are the same as those 
of soap opera; "Little Women" is the first 
that comes to mind. An author's handling 
of his material is more important than the 
material per se. This novel is carefully 
written. The theme is a worthy one, and 
the characters (they really do talk too 
much) are sufficiently real to make the 
reader care what happens to them. 
MODERATO CANTABILE 
By Marguerite Duras. Tr. by Richard 
Seaver (Grove Press, $1.75) 
This short piece of fiction cont-ains al-
most no story; description and dialogue 
constitute practically its entirety. The book 
explores feelings and emotions b y means of a 
series of conversations between a socially 
and economically secure wife and mother 
and a man whom she encounters at firs~ 
by chance. In subsequent meetings, the 
questions asked, the answers half arrived 
at, the insights gained delicately peel away 
Letter from 
Xanadu, Nebr. 
----8 y G. G.----
Dear Editor: 
the tissues insulating the matron's personali-
ty. At the end, all the comfortable premises 
on which her life was based have been dis-
carded, layer by layer. Like continued 
delamination of a narcissus bulb, this 
subtle, relentless dissection of the psyche 
results in total destruction of the original 
fabric. 
The author develops her theme by using 
words as meticulously as a pointillist uses 
dots, or a composer uses notes. The deli-
berate effect produced by this precision is 
one of diffuseness. Mood, emotional ex-
periences, are unmistakable; but reality of 
action is as tenuous, as difficult to recog-
nize, as reflections in water seen by moon-
light. 
WEDNESDAY'S CHILD 
By Margaret Arbore Berg (Muhlenberg, 
$3.50) 
This delightful little book of 197 pages 
is an endearing novel which will capture the 
heart and take one back to the early days 
of this century. The accounts of life in a 
community and nei·ghborhood of friends 
brings back nostalgic memories of childhood 
events and episodes that could have oc-
curred only during that period of life when 
time stood still. Through it all runs the 
poignant story of a small child who has a 
brain damage from birth and an account of 
the loving, intelligent manner in which she 
is accepted by family and friends. Some 
of the episodes of family life are actually 
hilarious and the human interest stories 
make each chapter a gem of its own. 
Highly recommended for family reading. 
BERNICE RuPRECHT 
ANASTASIA SCHULTZ 
By Todd Hunt (Doubleday, $2.95) 
For a freshman girl straight from the 
small town "turkey capital of the world," 
life among the pseudo-beatniks at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota isn't easy, but it is so 
esoteric. Under the enthusiastic tutelage 
of roommate Peggy, a third-year freshman. 
Anastasia (christened Annie) undergoes an 
accelerated course of instruction in Mous-
sorgsky, bongos, espresso, the Moose leap 
( a local addition to culture), and the ways 
of assorted male beatniks. The book's de-
nouement is both logical and ingenious. 
To one whose college years were long 
ago, "Anastasia" appears only mildly amus-
ing in spots. It seems exaggerated even for 
farce, and on the whole indicates consider-
able immaturity on the part of the writer. 
This is natural, for Mr. Hunt is a 1960 
graduate of the University of Minnesota. 
Perhaps campus sales alone will make 
publication of the book a profitable ven-
ture. This is to be hoped for the sake of 
author and publisher; yet there must be 
undergraduates who can write better. 
than being a dope attic except they don't arrest you 
for it. 
Well, I can hardly wait for Lent to start to see how 
, my newest brainstorm is going to work out. 
So my idea is to put on a campaign to get everybody 
to give up one bad health habit for Lent. I'm trying 
to get Rev. Zeitgeist to give us permission to have every-
body write down the bad habit that he wants to give up, 
put it in a sealed envelope, and put it in the collection 
plate on the Sunday before Ash Wednesday. It's just a 
sort of gimmick, like the sealed pledge, but most people 
would think twice before they would break a promise 
that they made in church. I'm having a little trouble 
selling the idea to Zeitgeist, though, because it hasn't 
been cleared with any of the higher-ups. So I think I 
will call the District President and see if I can get him 
to give Zeitgeist the go-ahead on it. 
Lots of people, you know, like to give up something 
for Lent - like it might be dancing or going to the 
movies or something like that. I've never done it my-
self because I can't see any point in doing without some-
thing you like just to be doing without it. What I 
mean is, you ought to get something positive out of it 
besides just the good feeling of having done something 
good. 
Well, it came to me all of a sudden a couple of weeks 
ago that there is a way of giving up your cake and eat-
ing it, too. What I mean is, most of us have some kind 
of weakness that isn't good for: us. Like in my case, I'm 
crazy for sweets, which is one reason why I can't take 
off any weight. The Missus drinks way too much coffee. 
In fact, she's a regular coffee attic, which is no better 
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I've talked to a couple of doctors here in town and 
they think it is a good idea. I'm getting out a little 
brochure which I call "It Pays to Sacrifice," and if it 
goes over here in Xanadu I may offer it to CPH for 
next year. After all, the stewardship of health is prob· 
ably as important as the stewardship of money, but as 
far as I know we haven't done anything about it as a 
church. 
I'll let you know how we make out here. Meanwhile, 




Sights and Sounds 
A Deeply Moving Human Drama 
-------------------------------------------------------------------~ y A N N E H A N S E N 
IT IS OUR good fortune to live in a land which is 
dedicated to the proposition that all men are created 
equal and that man has an unalienable right to lift, 
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. But we know 
from recorded history that the process of civilization has 
been one long struggle between powers that want to 
enslave man and filan's own fierce, inborn, and not-to-
be-denied desire for freedom and human dignity. vVe 
know, too, that although the torch of liberty has often 
burned with a faint and flickering light, it has nevet 
been wholly extinguished. Even in times of greatest 
danger there have been dedicated men who have been 
willing to die, if necessary, to replenish the fire and to 
carry the torch forward as a shining beacon to the op-
pressed and the enslaved. 
In the year 73 B.C. one of these heroic spirits led a 
revolt against the intolerable conditions under which 
slaves Jived, worked, and died in the great Roman Re-
public. Spartacus had been born in Thrace; but he 
had been a slave since childhood, and he had been 
trained as a gladiator. Suddenly, and apparently with-
out premeditation, Spartacus led his fellow slaves in a 
revolt against their masters. At first Roman authorities 
were not unduly alarmed. Slaves had revolted before 
and had been subdued quickly and merciless ly. This 
time, however, the small force of soldiers sent against 
Spartacus met with overwhelming defeat. The impos-
sible happened. Again and again Spartacus and his 
rebel band met and turned back the hitherto invincible 
might of Rome. It was not until 71 B.C. that Roman 
legions under the command of Marcus Linneus Crassus 
finally crushed the rebellion of the slaves. Spartacus 
himself was killed in combat, the wives and children 
of his followers were sold into slavery, and 6,000 cap-
tured rebels died on the crosses which lined the Appian 
Way from Capua to Rome. This brought to an end an 
appalling chapter from the brutal and incredibly savage 
century which preceded the dawn of the Christian era. 
But we know that even though Spartacus failed in his 
desperate bid for freedom, his sacrifice was not entirely 
in vain. Gradually the treatment of slaves did improve, 
and the custom of granting freedom to slaves became 
widespread in the ancient world. 
The story of Spartacus was recorded by Livy, Plutarch, 
and Sallust. A fictional account by Howard Fast has 
been widely read in recent years. Although the film 
Spartacus, a Bryna Production released through Univer-
sal-International, is based on Mr. Fast's book, there are 
wide deviations from the text and, it must be noted, 
from historical facts. For example, the characters Julius 
Caesar and Antoninus have been arbitrarily added in 
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Dalton Tumbro's screen play. And the unrealistic and 
obviously contrived closing scenes of the picture serve 
to weaken the shattering impact of what has gone before. 
Filmed in surpassingly beautiful technicolor by a 
process known as Super-Technirama 70, Spartacus pre-
sents a magnificent spectacle. But it is more than just 
another big-s ::reen spectacular. Stanley Kubrick, a young 
director whose career has advanced with giant strides in 
recent years, has wisely chosen to give proper emphasis 
to the deeply moving human drama which is unfolded 
on the screen. 
The filming of Spa1·tacus presented many difficulties. 
Sites which could be transformed into ancient Rome and 
the Libyan salt mines were final'ly located in Death 
Valley, the San Fernando Valley, and Thousand Oaks -
all in California. The savage battle scenes were bril-
liantly executed in Spain by Spanish soldiers. No ex-
pense was spared to create authentic settings and cos-
tumes. Vittorio Nino Novarese - professor of history, 
costumes, and decor at the State School for Cinema-
tographical Studies in Rome and a recognized world 
authority on ancient history - served as technical and 
historical adviser for the film. 
A fine cast was assembled for Spartacus. Sir Lawrence 
Olivier plays the famous Crassus with impressive artis-
try, Charles Laughton is wholly at home in the role 
of Gracchus, and Peter Ustinov is excellent as Batiatus, 
the owner of the school for gladiators in which Spartacus 
was trained. One has learned not to expect e·thcr 
subtlety or polish in Kirk Douglas' acting, but he does 
bring vitality and impassioned ardor to the title role. 
Jean Simmons is appealing as the slave girl, Varinia. 
More film news next time. 
A number of programs of more-than-average interest 
were seen on television during the closing weeks of the 
old year and on the first days of 1961. Special mentio11 
must be made of an exciting and impressive production 
of Macbeth; a superb ninety-minute presentation of 
Victory at Sea, which, incidentally, is to become a part 
of the government's official record of World War II; 
The Coming of Christ, a memorable program in which 
immortal paintings from the fifteenth, sixteenth, and 
seventeenth centuries were used to depict the birth of 
the Savior; outstanding features on The Nation's Fu-
ture, NBC White Paper, Eyewitness to Histm) , Close-up. 
Our Ame1·ican Haitage, and Omnibus; two concerts and 
a Young People 's Concert by the Philharmonic-Symphony 
Orchestra of New York; and two new American operas 
- Golden Child and Deseret - which, alas were chara<.-
terized neither by good theater nor by impressive music. 
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A Minority Report 
Christianity m the Market Place 
By VICTOR F 
ACCORDING TO Dr. Martin Luther, one of the obli-
gations of the Christian "is to obey the temporal 
authority." According to him, based on the comments 
of St. Paul, every government is the ordinance of God. 
Consequently, American Christians are obliged to ac-
cept the democratic system. Democracy too serves God 
with its political sword. When, therefore, we speak of ap-
plying the Christian ethics to politics and economics -
and to such specific examples of democracy in action ;JS 
collective bargaining or the establishment of a political 
majority - a definition of democracy is necessary. 
The Christian cannot be satisfied with simply know-
ing something abstractly about his ethic. He must also 
know the events to which he is applying the Christian 
ethic. 
To work out the ethic within the democratic con-
text is not an easy task for the Christian ethic simply 
becomes another claim in a highly competitive system. 
The Christian finds out soon enough in the practical 
realm and in the economic market-place that he must 
put his ethical claim up for contention - or not win 
place for it at all. To put it less gracefully, the Chris-
tian puts in his claim for the worth of his position where 
the competitors for value position manipulate, "higgle 
and haggle," with a vengeance. 
For the persons shopping in the system, the choices 
are multiple and the structure of the allocation and 
distribution of values is diverse. The power that i5 
won to allocate the values and the ethics is usually 
ubiquitous, ambiguous, and ambivalent. 
That the democratic system is of such a nature obvi-
ously provides many obstacles to the implementation 
of the Christian ethic. 
Put yourself in the position of a Christian who is to 
make decisions as a negotiator in the collective bargain· 
ing process. The quick and glib Christian will say: 
why, of course, the seventh commandment (thou shalt 
not steal) applies here. This means that if you give too 
much wages to a laborer this really amounts to stealing. 
If the representative of management insists on too much 
profit he is stealing. 
One can even pontificate by saying that if we give a 
man too much profit or salary he will say that there is 




But how much is too much and how little is too little? 
The negotiator may then say: I can decide policy by 
looking at need. But what is need? Bed, room, board, 
education, leisure, luxury, clothes, cars, and the like -
what are all these things? How much of these items 
should we have? If the superintendent is able to buy 
golf clubs, should his workers also have the ability to 
buy golf clubs? Does the mandate against stealing 
deny me the right to say: if he can, why not I? 
Talent determines what I get and less talent deter-
mines what he gets! But have you ever tried to define 
talent? If you have ever been involved in the process 
of establishing job classifications for unions or rank 
scales for faculty pay and promotion, you know about 
the difficulties. A Negro custodian pushing a broom 
may have more brute intelligence than the nearby fore-
man or even the general superintendent! A man with 
a Ph.D. is not always a good researcher, a good teacher, 
or even a good husband! 
Or should wage !Jolicy simply be established with the 
idea of keeping the worker poor for after all "whom 
the Lord loveth, he chasteneth"? Maybe all of us 
could use this treatment. 
The easy way out of this is to say: We cannot find 
the answers anyway so let them fight it out, let power 
determine the choice - and the devil take the hindmost. 
Then we give ourselves over completely to the tech-
niques of power: votes, force, propaganda, distortions, 
log-rolling, et al. 
lf so, the Christian is confronted with another ques-
tion: is there a Christian ethic of power? Is there a 
right way to use power? Must we simply sit about 
waiting for the Holy Ghost or the muse of history to 
get our pants-pockets off the horns of the dilemma, or 
dilemmas? 
Perhaps the Christian will end up with the conclu-
sion of William Muehl in Politics for Christians: if the 
Christian is really a sensitive person, he will soon rea-
lize that "very little of man's life allows even the pre-
tense of moral definition." 
Because the Christian is aware of his limitations, he 
knows that whatever happens "man is always making 
relative judgments about his rights and duties within 
his complex relationships." 
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The Pilgrim 
"A ll the trumpets sounded for him on the other side" 
-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS 
------------------------------------------------------------8 y 0 . p KRETZMANN 
A LETTER 
(This letter an·ived a few days ago . 1 suspect that it 
IS more representative of the thought of the younger 
generation than some of us like to imagine. I hope to 
p1·esent a feeble answe1· to some of the disturbing ques-
tions which my young friend ashs. Meanwhile, his plen 
is worth sympathetic attention .-0. P. K.) 
Dear Pilgrim: 
I wish often to the core that men such as you, who 
have walked a bit farther than we, could gain back 
your years to tell us how to live. You say that yours 
were different times. Indeed they were. But weren't 
there months when you were tired, when you could see 
no more green in the sands, when even the concept of 
your being a pilgrim withered? 
Or, if not, tell us how you managed to see all that yon 
did see - the frightful First War, the ensuing political 
fuzziness, the concomitant hesitancy of the churches to 
take any stand on · anything, without losing your cour-
age? Were you men or angels, who cou ld nourish a 
reservoir of strength when all the dikes about you were 
gushing? 
Or tell us what' spiritual dynamo preserved you from 
the eras of peace and utter stillness which seem to 
come from God Himself, and yet are devoid of all 
creativity and movement? Tell us what religious ideal 
governed such a steadiness that even the world could 
say of you: "Where did they get such energy?" 
As always, you will have no direct answer. You will 
not disbeHeve, but you will say nothing. You will 
think that God shall soon breathe something for us too 
- for the poor ones who should be doing some impoY-
erished thing for their world, or men, or life, or God. 
But nothing comes. And sometimes only your hidden 
hope communicates itself to us, and we begin to expect 
the night to vanish. But it stays. 
It lingers with us un til we no longer pray, and until 
we relish the obscurity of non-leadership, of run-of-mill 
sermons, of ponderous and hollow essays, of hideously 
common imagmmgs. Until we love our graves. Bliss-
fully dull and esthetically dead, we refuse even to await 
our resurrection, and give ourselves over to boredom. 
Or we meet in church halls and in ivy buildings, and 
blithely, glibly, exchange someone else's outmoded no-
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tions, someone else's visions. We talk and mean noth-
ing. We speak for prestige or reward or for no reason 
whatever, leaving garbage behind as our witness. 
Whence are we, the modern pilgrims? And whither 
d::> we go? Which of us cares one whit about the Church 
- beyond, that is, what it can do for us? Which of us 
bathers to fight one battle for the Kingdom (especially 
when the stakes are high enough to ruin us, should we 
lose)? 
No, Pilgrim, don't flinch. For this summary of our 
youthful manners is not the whole of the story. Symp-
toms, yes, but never disease. Truth is that we are far 
too timid even to look at the exact sickness in us, which 
is a complete lack of faith in the simple Miracle of God. 
You repeat often, in your columns, the Cross, and 
what it stands for to you. But I've never read you a 
moment without sensing that you have more to say 
than you can ever tell, and that you'd hesitate to cast 
such pearls before anyone, swine or no. Often I feel 
that you ought to sacrifice your experience to the crass 
print, but then the same whisper returns: "Here is one 
man, at least, who has made himself a private and a 
warm keeper of truth. Let him better be still. " And 
probably, you could tell no more than you do even if 
you so willed. There are limits to our pens, thank God. 
But it is certain, at least, that Jesus Christ means more 
to you than He does to most of us. Sure, we boast of 
knowing Him. But that old fine, ste::dy, God-driven 
flame is gone. Our Christ is a word-crucifix. He is a 
philosophy. We have entombed Him in our dead pul-
pits . \Ve have enshrined Him in our books, which we 
quote profusely at the slightest invitation. We have 
laid Him to rest in the potter's field of our own failures 
and in our own heartaches. 
The romance of the Cross is done for us. We do 
not hold this God-man up to see in our dark evenings. 
We bring him down into the basement of our ill for-
tunes. And when we die, He dies too. The Miracle, 
I say, is gone. We have lost the remembering spirit. 
How get it back? By trying to become you? Not that 
way. By studying up on our theology? Never. By 
self-blaming am! regretting? Hardly. Only, dear Pil-
grim, by letting the dull plod of our fee t carry us on to 
God knows what strange recurrence of the Miracle. 
God is, to me, still God, and that is all the hope I have. 
THE CRESSET 
